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Fashion Makeup
Grab this cute funny lipstick beauty fashion makeup collection Journal as a gift for your daughter, son, brother, sister,
girlfriend, boyfriend, wife, husband, dad, mom, aunt, uncle, grandma or grandpa who loves Animal Pet Dog Mexican
Food Notebooks Usage: Gratitude Journal 5 Minute Journal Affirmation Journal Mindfulness Journal Happiness,
Positivity, Mood Journal Prayer Journal Writing, Poetry Journal Travel Journal Work, Goal Journal Daily Planner Dream
Journal Yoga, Fitness, Weight Loss Journal Recipe, Food Journal Password Journal Art Journal Log Book Diary
Features: 6 x 9 page size 120 pages Dotted grid pages Cream/Ivory colored paper Soft cover / paperback Matte finish
cover
Do you love makeup and fashion design? This practical beauty journal contains 122 pages of face and body outlines that
can be used to create various fashion looks. Test out makeup color palettes, pick out textiles, perform an eye-shadow
swatch, and draw clothing. Useful for costume design and role-playing. Makes a thoughtful gift for a makeup artist,
cartoon coloring artist, or fashion student.
Perfect for personal use, or for your whole office. Get yours today! Specifications: Cover Finish: Glossy Dimensions: 6" x
9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper, Unlined Pages: 110
Be unique with this one of kind coloring book; that is unlike anything else. This coloring book includes a variety of
delightful makeup coloring pages in a variety of different patterns, doodle page designs, face charts, and sketch paper to
color in with characters, makeup, fashion and much more..... This paperback coloring book is 8.5" x 11" (A4 size) and
has 100 pages. Ages 5 - 16 Coloring Pages Great for: Christmas Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Birthday & Christmas
Gifts Graduation & End of School Year Gifts Summer Travel & Vacations Easter Gifts Art Journals and Doodle Diaries
Coaches Travel - Car Rides If you are looking for a different book, make sure to click on the author name for other great
book ideas.
This Fashion And Makeup Artist design book is perfect for Students, Professionals, Artists, Designers, Bloggers,
Photographers and anyone else in the industry. There are 100 Sketch pages to draw your Fashion Clothing Designs, and
Cosmetic Makeup Artist pages. On these pages you will be able to document multiple things such as: textiles, colors,
swatches, trends etc.. Get creative! Also makes a cute gift for someone who loves fashion and makeup. See our Author's
page for other books, planners and journals we have created by clicking the Author Name under the title of this book or
by clicking on this link: www.amazon.com/author/angelduran
Do you love fashion, sewing, beauty, art, and cosmetics? This unique journal was made especially for you. Contains 122
planner pages for makeup looks and fashion design. Test eye shadow swatches, sketch clothing ideas, plan textile
choices, and journal your ideas. Great gift for fashion student or makeup artist. Best used with dry media.
Our Make up Chart Workbook is a great addition to the tools of the professional Makeup artist, MUA, student, and stylist
that is incorporating makeup with outfits.Use these makeup charts to create makeup color combinations, to design looks,
plan social media post looks and display at your shop or store as a portfolio for your clients.Pages are also great for MUA
to share via social media as makeup looks inspiration.These face charts can be used by makeup artists to plan a look or
practice at makeup classes. You can also use it to record a look done on someone for future purposes. This makeup
portfolio workbook helps to keep a record of products and brushes used and can be used for professional and personal
use.Create different looks for different occasions while having fun.Hot Girls, Beauticians, Aestheticians, Glam Girls,
Hotties, Stylist, Fashionista, Makeup Artist, Fashion Glam Goddess, would love this wonderful gift for the holidays,
birthdays, celebrations, parties, baby showers, and bridal showers. I love a great face beat. Great gift for creative kids
that loves to create different looks.* Perfect for the pretty girl that loves Lipstick, gloss, eyeshadow, mascara, lashes,
powder and blush* Cute and trendy design for the fashion lover, fashionista and country girl.
A great way to design different styles and looks while building your love of fashion, makeup and your portfolio. Can also be used
for cosplayers and costume designers for theater, media or character/avatar development and designing for role-play, strategy e
girl or video games.
2018 IPPY Silver Award Winner in Sexuality/Relationships In ever-increasing numbers, people around the world are opting for a
vegan lifestyle (eating a plant-based diet and eschewing animal products such as leather), and those who do report feeling happy
and healthier, with boundless energy and glowing skin among the benefits. But what happens when their love interest
unapologetically orders a steak on a date? Vegan Love offers guidance on how to spread the vegan love and bring compassion for
all beings into one’s romantic life. Going cruelty-free need not mean alienating potential partners or long-term lovers. Author Maya
Gottfried shares her experiences of going vegan and playing the vegan dating game, as well as insights by notable vegan women,
both straight and LGBT, from various walks of life, including Jane Velez-Mitchell of JaneUnchained.com; Marisa Miller Wolfson of
the film Vegucated; Jasmin Singer, author of Always Too Much and Never Enough; and Colleen Patrick-Goudreau of the Food for
Thought podcast. Vegan Love also features a wealth of fun, practical advice about vegan makeup, vegan clothes, and vegan
weddings, with a detailed resource guide.
My Fashion, Makeup & Tattoo Sketchbook Are you looking for the ultimate design notebook for developing ideas for clothing,
make-up and tattoo art? This logbook has you covered with plenty of templates for brainstorming new ideas as well as sketchbook
pages for coming up with new ideas. Add To Cart Now A great gift for her or him to keep your sketches and concepts organized.
Add this tool to your kit for staying on top of your fashion game! Features: Full Body Templates Face Portrait Templates Tattoo
Prompts Blank Sketchbook Pages Product Description: 8.5"x11" 114 pages Uniquely designed matte cover High quality, heavy
paper We have lots of planners, so be sure to check out our other listings by clicking on the "Author Name" link just below the title
of this tracker. Ideas On How To Use This Sketchbook: Christmas Present Birthday Gift Stocking Stuffer Co-Worker Gift
Graduation Party Gift Best Friend Gift
Beautiful feminine graphic with pink lips, lipstick, eye shadow, mirror and vintage inspired perfume bottles; surrounding a super
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cute lacy ladies corset. Pretty butterflies also fluttering around. A perfect gift idea for girls and women who love fashion and writing
journals. The book contains 200 blank pages of dot grid bullet style journal paper Dot grid paper is very flexible and can be used
for design, creating your own bullet style journals, drawing, pen and paper games and many more purposes. Many people like the
simplicity of connecting the dots to make boxes, tables and so on.
Unleash your inner makeup diva with your very own makeup charts just like the ones pro makeup artists use! Design and
customize fabulous looks with colored pencils, markers, crayons, even real makeup! Makeup charts come with convenient note
sections so you can keep track of products/colors used.
??? BEST GIFT IDEA FOR FASHION LOVERS FROM BESTSELLING PUBLISHING BRAND, FEGAN HAGEN. ??? Fun and
Fashion is dedicated to all lovers of fashion and color, no matter their age. Because of this, your grandma, your mom, and your
little sibling could all color in this book together, all people having fun. This coloring book has 300 pages of fun coloring potential
just waiting for you. This book is made up of a diverse cast of lovely individuals just waiting to have some fun. Don't hesitate to buy
a copy of this fantastic coloring book for the whole family
Ready to dress in all designs, draw details, color fabric swatches, notes and personal inspirational style. Makeup allows for
cosplay, costume makeup and ability to practice contouring. Perfect for all ages and building portfolios
China continues to transform apace, flowing from the forces of deregulation, privatization and globalization unleashed by economic
reforms which began in late 1978. The dramatic scope of economic change in China is often counterposed to the apparent lack of
political change as demonstrated by continued Chinese Communist Party (CCP) rule. However, the ongoing dominance of the
CCP belies the fact that much has also changed in relation to practices of government, including how authorities and citizens
interact in the management of daily life. New Mentalities of Government in China examines how the privatization and
professionalization of ‘public’ service provision is transforming the nature of government and everyday life in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC). The book addresses key theoretical questions on the nature of government in China and documents the
emergence of a range of ‘new mentalities of government’ in China. Its chapters focus on areas such as clinical trials,
conceptualizing government, consumer activity, elite philanthropy, lifestyle and beauty advice, public health, social work,
volunteering; and urban and rural planning. Offering a topical examination of shifting modes of governance in contemporary China,
this book will appeal to scholars in the fields of anthropology, history, politics and sociology.
Makeup can transform an ordinary person into a hideous beast or a glamorous star. A makeup artist is indeed an artist, an artist
who uses an actual person as a canvas. Makeup enthusiasts will find this book a wealth of information about the many paths
available for makeup artists, including the beauty and movie industries. Gaining experience and building a portfolio is a must for
future makeup artists. In this beneficial book, helpful hints, industry resources, pertinent photographs, and real-life success stories
will inspire those interested in this creative career.
Perfect and practical for office, school or personal use. Versatile use. Get yours today! Specifications: Cover Finish: Glossy
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper, Unlined Pages: 110
Shabby Chic Coloring Book Enjoy my version of the Shabby Chic style in these gorgeous vintage coloring pages made especially
for you. Have fun with luxurious Victorian dresses, elegant accessories, colorful flowers and tons lace! Perfect gift for girls,
fashionistas and any Victorian era lover! Product description: 40+ different designs 8.5 x 11 inches High quality matte cover
Text in English, Spanish & French. This wedding styling book features 100 of the most beautiful bridal images. A diverse range of
styles goes from simple and elegant to elaborate and ornate. This wedding showcase will surely spark ideas and inspire you to
create unique masterpieces for these very special occasions.
This unique beauty journal was created for makeup artists and fashion designers. Plan color palettes, choose textiles, and sketch
out clothes. Pink roses design is eye-catching. Great notebook for the fashionista, beautician, or costume designer. Contains 122
pages of face and body outlines for easy sketching. Best with dry media.
Australia's leading makeup artist, Rae Morris, provides fast, easy-to- achieve looks for women who want to look great in a hurry.
Learn first-rate techniques and tips from some of the best makeup artists in the business in the new edition of The Makeup Artist
Handbook. Renown makeup pros Gretchen Davis and Mindy Hall bring an impressive set of experience in all areas to the book,
including work on Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Steve Jobs, The Wolf of Wall Street, Blue Jasmine, Star Trek, Pearl Harbor,
HBO’s Looking and many other films and TV shows. This full-color, comprehensive new edition offers brand new photographs
and on-the-job examples to demonstrate makeup techniques and fundamentals on topics such as beauty, time periods, black and
white photography and up-to-date information on cutting-edge techniques like computer-generated characters, makeup effects,
mold-making, air brushing, and plenty of information on how to work effectively on set.
The Ultimate Guide to Becoming a Fashion Makeup ArtistChritabel Draffin
Looks at the history of cosmetic adornment, from ancient times to the present day.
In the world of film and theatre, character transformation takes a lot of work, skill, and creativity. Dedicated solely to SFX, this book
will show you tips and techniques from a seasoned SFX makeup artist with years of film, TV, and theatrical experience. Not only
will this book take you through the many genres that need a special effects makeup artist, like horror, fantasy, and sci-fi, but it will
also tell you about the tools you will need, how to maintain your toolkit, how to take care of the actor's skin, and how to airbrush
properly when HD is involved. The author shows you how to sculpt and mold your own makeup prosethetics, focusing on how
human anatomy relates to sculpture to create the most realistic effects. Case studies feature some of today's top makeup artists
including Neill Gorton, Christopher Tucker, Miles Teves, Jordu Schell, Mark Alfrey, Matthew Mungle, Christien Tinsely, Vittorio
Sodano, and Mark Gabarino. Put your new techniques into practice right away and see how some of the looks from the book were
achieved with the step-by-step tutorials on the must-have DVD. * Written by a seasoned special effects make-up artist who has
worked in both film and theatre * Gives you exclusive tips and techniques from some of the industry's most gifted artists * DVD
tutorials show you step-by-step how to create the techniques from the book; also includes recipes to create makeup prosthetics, a
list of suppliers, conversion charts, and bibliography
Contains approximately two hundred alphabetized, cross-referenced entries on clothing and fashion, covering such disciplines as
fashion design, anthropology, sociology, business, history, and art history. This volume covers O-Z.
This unique fashion design book is the whole package. The blank figure templates allow you to design the clothes, the makeup
charts allow you to experiment with different cosmetic ideas , and the nail templates allow you to explore different design and color
schemes. They can be used for fashion students, cosplay and theatre.
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This fun fashion and make up sketch book features: Prompted fashion and makeup pages with model ready to dress & face to
create your own design looks. The Model & makeup template portion page spreads, are blank ready for your dressing, detailing &
coloring. Brainstorming pages to pour your ideas onto for reference & creativity Note pages to record your style ideas, techniques
& whatever else you want to keep track of. Handy for hobbiest, clients, festivals, weddings, proms, costume & theater designers to
develop, draw & detail your ideas. A great way to design different styles and looks while building confidence & portfolio. Looking
for a gift for someone close to you? This prompted sketch book is a great way for budding artist, students or hobbyist to enjoy &
create their own fashion & makeup designs. Grab yourself a copy!
A coloring, drawing, sketching book for any young girl or boy who loves makeup and fashion. Unleash the creativity of a child or teen who
dreams of being a makeup artist, nail technician, fashion designer or stylist. This book includes plenty of simplified practice sheets for clothing
design, makeup and nail art. It might even come in handy when professionals or any adults need to try out new looks.Real makeup can be
used on the face charts, but it might transfer to the opposite page.
Working on a new signature look? A natural daytime face or a dramatic evening smokey eye style? Perhaps you need to practice that
experimental contouring technique or you're just brainstorming your next glam video tutorial... You can do it all with our beautifully designed
Fashion Makeup Chart Workbook. Use it as a color inspiration journal or to communicate a desired look to your clients or a team of makeup
artists. This book is great for professional makeup artists, beauty school students, bloggers, vloggers, fashionistas, beauticians, aestheticians
and anyone with an interest in makeup! Every page includes sections for your notes on your ideal moisturizer, concealer, foundation,
highlighter and blush, eyeshadow, liner, mascara, lip color and gloss and more. Featuring: Professionally designed soft glossy cover Large;
Dimensions: 8.5" x 11" 120 pages; 60 magazine style spreads (Details page and Large Beautiful Face Template) Single-sided Blank Makeup
Charts to keep your looks fresh and smudge free A great gift for make up and beauty aficionados
Are you a beach lover that is passionate about makeup and fashion design? This cheerful beauty journal contains 122 pages of face and
body outlines that can be used to create various fashion looks. Test out makeup color palettes, pick out textiles, perform an eye-shadow
swatch, and draw clothing. Useful for costume design and role-playing. Makes a thoughtful gift for a makeup artist, cartoon coloring artist, or
fashion student that loves tropical vacations.
Perfect gift for women and men who love to play with makeup, and also makeup artists, stylists or fashionistas who work with makeup. Plan
the perfect makeup look with this Do It Yourself Makeup Face Charts.
Widely referred to as the “bible of stage makeup,” the timely revision of this classic text addresses principles and techniques in the use of
makeup for the contemporary performer. This extensive exploration of the application and use of stage makeup and makeup for a variety of
performance venues covers all aspects in detail and contains over 400 photographs, drawings, and diagrams demonstrating step-by-step
procedures. Thoroughly updated and revised, this classic text remains accurate and comprehensive, providing information from which all
readers – whether students to the field or seasoned, professional makeup artists – will benefit. New to this edition: Updated photography
throughout. Features the latest information on products and techniques throughout. New additions to chapters concerning hairpieces and
wigs: making a pattern for a beard and mustache, making a pattern for a wig, fronting a wig, or sending accurate information for rentals, and
the basic roller set for wigs. The source Appendix has been totally updated with new vendors and the latest website addresses. The materials
Appendix has had the most current products added. There are new, blank makeup charts for class work and designing makeups. There is a
color guide for a two-part silicone life cast. The new color section featuring Academy Award nominee, Christien Tinsley, steps for the Tinsley
Transfers for cuts, bruises and prosthetics. (As seen in the movie The Passion Of The Christ.) A selection of makeup in color with complete
instructions. Color photos of Academy Award winner, Matthew Mungle, special effects makeup for the CSI television show. Instructions for a
new “creating a likeness” of Queen Elizabeth I. The Film and Television chapter now includes information about working with the latest HD
digital technology. The color section now includes a series of photos illustrating the effects of gel colors on natural makeup.
How to succeed in the difficult to break into and highly competitive world of fashion and editorial makeup, by an international makeup artist
with 20 years of experience in that field. This is a book about the business of becoming a fashion editorial makeup artist. Once you know how
to apply makeup, that's just the beginning – but figuring out the process to building a career as a successful makeup artist in fashion,
especially how to earn money doing makeup, is very difficult. Few people already in the industry will talk about it and even interviews with
successful makeup artist aren't much help. This book breaks down the repeatable process of how you launch yourself in the fashion industry
in a practical, hands-on way with plenty of tips and tricks by someone who has done it. After over 20 years as a fashion makeup artist working
internationally, and after assisting top makeup artists working at the highest level for many years, Christabel Draffin has had the experience to
guide you to the career that you want, and to answer questions like: -How do I build my editorial portfolio? -How will I earn money as a
makeup artist? -How do I get my first client? -How do I know if and when I should work for free? -How do I support myself whilst building my
portfolio and networking? -How do I network within the fashion industry, especially if I don't have any industry contacts? -How do I get
assisting work? -How do I build relationships with beauty brands? -How do I use social media to leverage my career? -How do I get an agent
to represent me? It also covers how to manage different life circumstances such as having children, living in a smaller city, moving to a new
country and how to get back on track when work is quiet for a period of time. About the Author Christabel Draffin is an international fashion
makeup artist and author who has over 20 years' experience working in Paris, Sydney, the US and London. Her work has appeared regularly
in magazines like Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, ELLE, Glamour, Marie Claire and L'Uomo Vogue amongst many others, as well as working for
clients like Dior, Lanvin, Illamasqua and L'Oreal. She is agency represented in London and works on a mixture of celebrity red carpet, fashion
shows and editorial and advertising shoots.
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